
The SFX 2017 annual project is a collection of documents aimed at new SFX administrators to bring them up to speed with SFX best practices in the CARLI environment.

Following is the list of sections and writers. The text in parenthesis is the web page section(s) where the text will ultimately reside in the web page pictured below.

- Documentation for Successors (General Information) Karen Gallacci and Lisa Wallis
- Reporting/fixing mistakes in Knowledge Base (KB Mgmt AND Troubleshooting) Jeff Matlock and Andy Meyer
- Display Logic/Interface Options (Interface Design) Andrea Imre
- Usage Stats (Usage Stats and Other Data) Jeff Matlock and Andy Meyer
- Interlibrary Loan (Target Configuration Information) Andy Meyer
- Individual Subscription Activation (KB Management AND General Information) Lauren Jackson-Beck and Karen Gallacci
- Activating Collections (Target Configuration Information AND General Information) Lauren Jackson-Beck and Peter Tubbs
- Mobile Interface (Interface Design) Max King and Peter Tubbs

The current SFX documentation outline is included below: